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Problem Solution Next steps

What is the problem ? Solution 

How it works ?

Market size

Path to Billion

Why is it relevant ?



Problem



Fitness 
enthusiasts are 
prone to 
injuries because 
of the lack of 
proper feedback

Prone to injuries
Lack of proper guidance leads to 
injuries some of which can be fatal

Fragmented information
Information is fragmented and is most 
often not accurate

Personal trainer is costly
Costs up to 3x a normal gym membership 
to hire a personal trainer



Users are looking for a solution



Solution



End state architecture

Queuing engine(powered by Gemini pro)

Personalization 
engine(powered by text-

bison)

User data Verified scientific 
information 

Multimodal engine 
(powered by vision pro)

Reward blockchain

Evaluation engine

Applications – Web, mobile, wearables

User message

Relevant 
personal fitness 
details

Video/image
input

Reward

Evaluation 
results

User/expert 
feedback

Processed 
output

Next best 
message



Others

Personal 
training

Membership 
fees

$20 B

Serviceable obtainable 
market

Subscription(30%)

Advertising(10%)

$12 B

$75 B

$38 M

Expected market size in 
2030

Advertising(10%)
Around $ 20 B 
worth of market 
through 
subscription and 
advertising 
revenues



Next steps



Build | Build | Build

Best AI

Community

Expand

Perfect the form expert and enable form expert to be available across 
multiple devices. Build the best fitness expert out there in the market

Build a community of fitness enthusiasts and experts who can help 
make the AI better and improve the product and receive fitness coin

Start advertising to the community the right products and expand into 
allied sectors of meditation, yoga, health etc.



I firmly believe AI has the potential to 
change the society in ways un 

imaginable to us and am super excited 
to be a part of the community

Eswar
Ex-Mckinsey consultant,

Ex- Goldmansachs strategist,
MBA from ISB Hyderabad

B.Tech in computer science from IIT 
Guwahati

Led the digital transformation for 
a major construction & 
Infrastructure firm resulting in a 
23% improvement in labor 
productivity

Led the digital transformation for 
a major public sector bank

Consultant, Mckinsey & Co

Head of Pricing, Rupeek

AI enthusiast

Led the pricing product to build 
a Dynamic pricing algorithm 
based on customer 
segmentation

Constructed a gold loan product 
which led to 10x improvement in 
ROE

Manifesto

Build decentralized AI platforms which
will help reduce inequality. Most of the 
technological advances so far have only 

increased inequality making the rich 
grow richer. We now with AI and 

decentralization have an opportunity 
to reverse the effect by building AI 

systems which can be built using user 
inputs and distribute the profits of the 

AI systems back to people who have 
helped build the system. 


